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(57) Abstract: Examples described herein include devices and systems utilizing backscatter communication to directly generate
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sumption of carrier sense and medium access control operations.
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National Science Foundation. The government has certain rights in the invention.

TECHNICAL FIELD

Examples described herein relate generally to wireless communication.

Examples of haeksc t e devices and network systems incorporating b cfc c tter

devices are descri bed .

AC GRQ N

004] Communication in.accordance. with wireless communication protocols (e.g. Wi-

Fi Bluetooth, Z-igBee, gFox drive the power budgets of sensors or other

communicating devices. The power required for such communication may be

prohibitive to fully implementing a variet of Internet of Things ( oT , or other

ubiquitous sensing scenarios. While CMOS technology scaling has conventionally

provided exponential benefits for the size and power consumption of digital logic

systems, analog RF components, that ar necessary for Wi-Fi communication have not



seen a similar power scaling. As a result, - transmissions on sensors arid mobile

devices s i J con sume hundreds of milliwatts of power

0 Backscatiering techniques have be t described- that create an additional

narrowband data stream to ride on top of existing Wi-Fi signals. th device

are typically lim ted by low date rates a close by distances of require the use of custom

full-duplex hardware at the receiver such that communications could not be received by

any existing Wi-Fi device.

SUMMARY

Examples of backscatter devices are described herein. In some examples, a

backscatter device includes an antenna configured to baekseatter a carrier signal havi g

a . first frequency, baseband circuitry configured to provid data for transmission, a

waveform generator .configured to provide a waveform having a second frequency,

wherein the second frequency is difference between the first frequency and a third

frequency, a sub-carrier phase modulator coupled to the baseband circuitry and the

waveform generator, the sub-carrier phase modulator configured to adjust a phase,

amplitude, or combinations thereof, of the waveform in accordance With the data to

provide an output signal, and a switch coupled t (he antenna, the switch configured to

control the antenna to backscatter the. carrier signal n accordance with the output signal

such that the first frequency is mixed w th the second frequency to transmit the data in

a backscatter signal at the third frequency.

{00? some examples, the backscatter signal is arranged in accordance wit a

wireless communication protocol implementing phase-shift keying, amplitude-shift

keying, or combinations thereof, in some examples, th wireless communication

protocol comprises Wi , Z g ee, S gPox or combinations thereof.

in some examples, the waveform comprises a square wave, an analog signal, a

multi-level signal, or combinations thereof.

009 } n some examples, the data comprises a Wi-Fi. packet.

{0 0J n some examples, the switch s configured to control the antenna to .backscatter

the carder signal i accordance with th output signal to transmit the data at the third

frequency an a fourth frequency.



[01 Some example backseatier devices a include multiple antennas, a d the

carrier sig al may be provided using M 1M techniques.

| 2 n some examples, a backseatier device includes an antenna, the -antenna

configured to backseatier a frequency hopped signal including a .first frequency,

baseband circuitry- -configured t provide data for transmission, a Waveform generator:

configured to provide a waveform having a second frequency and further configured to

the second frequency in. accordance with th -frequency hopped signal, a sub-carrier

phase modulator coupled to the baseband circuitry and the waveform generator, the

sub-carrier phase modulator configured t adjust phase, amplitude, or o

thereof, of the waveform in accordance with the dat to provide an output signal, and a

switch coupled to th antenna, the switch configured to control the antenna to

backscaiter th carrier signal in accordance with the output signal such that the first

frequency is mixed with the second frequency to transmit the data at a thir frequency.

f013| In so e examples, the waveform comprises a square wave, analog signal, multi¬

level signal, or combinations thereof.

[014} some examples, th frequency hopped signal comprises a .sequence of

frequencies, and wherein the sequence of frequencies is received- by the backs atier

device over a downlink from a device contigured to transmit the carrier signal.

| S| In some examples, the frequency hopped signal comprises a sequence of

frequencies, and wherein the backseatier device further comprises memory

configured to store the sequence of frequencies, in some examples, the sequence of

frequencies comprises a pseudorandom sequence.

[0161 some examples, the first frequency is mixed wit the second frequency to

transmit the data in a backseatier signal at the third frequency,- and th backseatier

signal comprises a signal i n accordance with wireless .communication protocol

selected from the group of protocols consisting of Wi-Fi, igBee SigFox, and

combinations thereof.

171 l some examples, backseatier devices ma further include frequency

determination circuitry coupled to the antenna, the frequency determination circuitry

configured to provide an indication of the second frequency to the waveform generator

at least in part by sensing th first frequency of the carrier signal and computing a

difference between the first frequency and the third frequency.



In some examples, ba sca er devices may further include multiple- antennas,

and the carrier signal may be provided using M1MO techniques.

| n so e examples, a hackscatter device includes an antenna, the -antenna

configured to hackscatter a carrier signal having a first frequency, the carrier signal

comprising a spread spectrum signal, baseband circuitry configured to provide data tor

transmission fn accordance with th spread spectrum signal, a waveform generator

configured to provide a waveform having a second frequency, a sub-carrier phase

modulator coupled to the baseband circuitry and the waveform generator, the sub-

carrier phase modulator configured to adjust phase, amplitude, or combinations

thereof- of th waveform in accordance with the data to provide an output signal, and a

switch coupled to th antenna, the switch configured to control the antenna to

hackscatter th carrier signal in accordance with th output signal such that the first

frequency is mixed wit the second frequency to transmit the data at a third frequency.

20 in some examples, the first frequency is raked with th second frequency to

transmit: -the data in a backseatier signal at the third frequency, and the backseatier

signal comprises a signal in accordance with wireless communication protocol

selected from he group of protocols consisting of Wi-Fi ZigB e S gFo and

combinations there ,

| 21| n some examples, the data for transmission in ude a spreading sequence.

I some examples, the sub-carrier phase modulator begins hackscatter at a time

based on features of the carrier signal.

[023 in some examples, the sub-carrier phase modulator begins baefcscatter

responsive to a synchronization signal from another device.

[024} i some examples, hackscatter devices further include multiple antennas, and

the carrier signal may be provided using M techniques,

Examples of methods are disclosed herein. A n example method includes

method for co trol ing access to a first wireless communication channel some

examples, the method may include transmitting a signaling packet from a first wireless

communication device on at least the first wireless communication channel and a

second wireless communication channel, wherein the signali g packet includes art

identification of at least one hackscatter device, and receiving the. signaling packet at

the at least one backseatier device, and responsive to receipt of the signaling packet,



backseatteriog a carrier signal at least partially provided o the second wireless

communication channel into a . transmission on the first wireless communication

channel.

[026} so e the method includes backscattering during short interfranie

spacing Sl S) ti e after receipt of the signali packet.

{82 in some examples, the method includes transmitting, fr o the at feast one

backseatter device to the first wireless communication device, an indication of a fixed

data rate, maximu data rate, or combinations thereof

[028] n so examples, th includes transmitting the signaling packet in

accordance w ith the fixed data rate, maxim.ua> data rate, or combinations thereof

2 i some examples, the fixed dat rate, maximum data rate, or combinations

thereof indicate a rate of data transfer -from a sensor associated with the at least one

backseatter device,

{8381 n some examples, the method includes performing carrier sense, by th first

wireless communication device, o the first a d second wireless communication

channels, prior to transmitting the signaling packet.

[031} some examples, th -method includes receiving, at a receiver, the transmission

on the first wireless communication channel from the backseatter device.

3 some examples, the method includes transmitting, by the receiver, an

acknowledge message, responsive to receipt of the transmission, n some examples,

t e method further includes receiving, at th first wireless communication device, th

acknowledge message and transmitting a next signaling packet, by the fi rs wireles

communication device, including an indication of receipt of the acknowledge message.

[033} in some examples, the transmitting includes using ON/OFF keying to provide

the identification,

034} In so e examples, the method includes computing, at the first wireless

communication device, fraction of successfully received transmissions, and encoding

a bit rate in the signaling packet based o the fraction of successfully received

transmissions.

[ 35 some examples, the method includes, responsi ve to lack of an acknowledge

message from a receiver, transmitting by the first wireless communication device, a



next sig aling packet including an indication of ack of receipt of the acknowledge

message.

j 36 j In so examples, methods or associating a baekscatter device with other

devices in & network m be provided. In some examples, a method includes

associati a . receiver wit two physical addresses, broadcasting a discovery packet

with the tw physical addresses, receiving the discovery packet at a baekscatter device

and ans tting by the backscaiter device, a backscaiter packet with source and

destination addresses set to the two physical addresses, wherein the baekscatter packet

includes a payldad. including third physical address of the baekscatter device,

receiving the ba kscatte packet at a helpe device, and associating the baekscatter

device with the receiver, b the helper device, i n part by spoofing the third physical

address by the helper device.

|037 I s some examples, the two physical addresses ar MAC addresses,

some examples, the broadcasting comprises using amplitude modulation, i

some examples, the broadcasting comprises using ON/OFF keying.

in sonic examples, discovery packet Includes a broadcast D specific to the

baekscatter device.

40| n some examples., the pa oad further includes a sensor update rate, packet

length, supported bit rates, or combinations thereof.

1 I so e examples, th method includes: transmitting, by th helper device, a

ID, and transmitting the ID t o he baekscatter device,

| 421 In some examples, the method includes, responsive to receipt of the D a the

baekscatter device, transmitting, by the baekscatter device, as acknowledgement packet

wit a source address set to the third physical address and. a destina tion address se to at

least one o the two physical addresses,

043| n some examples, the method includes sending credentials for the third

physical address securely using a secret key shared between the baekscatter device and

the helper device.

1 In som examples, a baekscatter device may include an antenna configured to

baekscatter a carrier sig nal having a first channel f equency of a first phase-shift keying

.protocol, a first amplitude-shift keying protocol, or combinations thereof, baseband

circuitr configured to provide data for transmission, a waveform generator configured



to provide a waveform having a second frequency, wherein the second frequency s a

difference between the first channel frequency and a third channel frequency of a

second phase-shift keyi g protocol, a . second amplitude-shift keying protocol or

combinations thereof, a sub-carrier phase modulator coupled to the baseband circuitry

and the wave-form generator, th sub¾arrier phase modulator configured to provide or

suppress the waveform in accordance with the data- to provide an output signal, a

switch coupled to the antenna, the switch configured to control the antenna to

bae se ter th carrier signal n accordance with the output sig al such that the first

channel frequency is mixed with the secon frequency to transmit a baekseatter signal

at the third channel f quency .

45 j In so e examples, the first phase-shift keying protocol, the ftrsi amplitude-shift

keying protocol, or th combinations thereof are a sarae phase-shift keying protocol,

amplitude-shift keying protocol, or combinations thereof as the second phase-shift

keyin protocol, the second amplitude-shift keying protocol, or the combinations

thereof.

In some examples, the firs phase-shift ke ng protocol, the first amp tude-s ft

keying protocol, or the combinations thereof are a different phase-shift keying protocol,

amplitude-shift keying protocol, or combinations thereof as th second phase-shift

keying protocol, the second amplitude-shift keying protocol, o the combinations

thereof.

(0471 In some examples, he first phase-shift keying. protocol, the first a pi ud shift

keying protocol, or the combinations thereof are selected from the group consisting of

Wi-Fi, ZigBee, S gF x, and c bi ati s thereof.

i so e examples, the second phase-shift keying protocol, the first amplitude-

shift keying protocol, o the combinations thereof ar selected f om the group-

consisting of Wi-Fi, ZlgBee,. SigFox, a d combinations thereof.

{949} In some examples, the first channel frequency comprises a first Wi-Fi channel

frequency and the third channel frequency comprises a second Wi-Fi channel

frequency,

some examples, the backsc-afier device may include multiple antennas, and

the carrier signal may be provided using MlMO techniques.



Examples of systems are described herein. n some examples, a system may

Include a helper device configured to transmit a earner signal including a first

frequency, a backscatter device confi gured to backscatter the carder sig a l using sub-

carrier modulation with a waveform havin a second frequency, the backscatter device

configured t backscatter the carrie -signal into a backscatter signal at a third

frequency, the . third -frequency equal to a combination of the- first and second

frequencies, and a receiver configured to rece e the backscatter signal at the third

frequency.

[ 5 in some examples, th backscatter device nia b further configured to provide

data in the backscatter signal using phase shift keying, amplitude shift keying, or

combinations thereof.

j S n some examples, the system may include a plurality o helper devices

.including the helper device and plurality of receivers including the receiver, an the

helper device may be selected from the plurality of helper devices to provide the carrier

sign al based, at least in part, on a proximity of the helper device to the backscatter

device,

{854} i some examples, each of th plurality of helper devices is configured to

provide the carrier signal in one mode -and to receive the backscatter signal in another

mode.

som examples, the helper device and th receiver are separate electronic

devices,

[0561 n some examples, the helper device and th receiver are integrated in a same

device, the same device including cancellation circuitry configured to cancel the carrier

signal; a t the receiver

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[057} FIG. 1 is a schematic illustration of a system arranged in accordance with

examples described here in

8 3. 2 is a schematic illustration of a backscatter device arranged in accordance

with examples described herein.

| S J FIG. 3 is a schematic illustration of a system arranged in accordance with

examples described herein.



[ | FIG. 4 is a schematic illustration of o -ov r apping Wi-Fi channels in the 2,4

G z ISM baud.

[0 Jj FIG. 5 s a schematic illustration of the system of Figure ί including signaling.

schematics for several components.

j 2| . is schematic illustration of a signaling packet arranged i i accordance

with described

|063| FIG. 7 is a schematic illustration of network association e thod in a system

arranged in accordance with examples described re

[064] FIG. is a schematic illustration of a backscatter devic C design arranged in

accordance with examples described herein.

Certain details ar set forth belo t provide a . sufficient understanding of

embodiments of the invention. Flowever, i will be clear to one skilled in the art .tha t

embodiments of the invention may be practiced without various of these particular

details. n some instances, well-known circuits, control signals, networking

components, timing protocols, and software operations have no been shown in detai in

order to avoid unnecessarily obscuring the described: embodiments f the invention,

[066} Examples described herein may provide backscatter devices a d systems that

may synthesize standard-compliant wireless transmissions (e.g. Wi-Fi and/or ZigBee)

t communicate with standard compliant off th shelf devices suc as Wi-Fi access

points and/or ZigBee hubs. Sensors utilizing examples of the described backscatter

technology ay have orders of magnitude lower power consumption, which may

drastically improve the battery life and/or reduce t e and cost o f the battery on

sensors.

[067} Examples described herein include devices an systems utilizing backscatter

communication to directly generate Wi-Fi transmissions (e.g. instead of sending an

additional data stream by baekscattering Wi-Fi signals) that can be decoded on any o

the billions of existing devices with a Wi-Fi chipset. Examples include devices that

generate 802. l b transmissions usi g backscatter communication, while consuming 4-

5 orders of magnitude lower power irs some examples than existing Wi-Fi chipsets.



| Examples o f network stacks are described which ay facilitate hackscatter

devices to coexist with h devices (e.g. in. the S band , without incurring, or

reducing a need for, he power consumption of earner sense and medium access control

operations.

9 Figure 1 is a schematic illustration of a System arranged i accordance with

e xamples described herein. The system . 02 includes helper device 104, receiver 06,

hackscatter device i 08, and hackscatter device , During operation, the helper device

4 transmits a carrier signal. The backseatter device DS nd/ r backscatter device 1

may backscatter the carrier signal into transmissions that may be compliant with

wireless communication protocol, s c as Wi-Fi and/or ZigBee, The transmissions

from th backscatter device 1 and/or backscatter device I may be recei ved by the

receiver 106. In this manner, th receiver 106 ma be any electronic device that is

capable of receiving a wireless n signal (e.g. a wireless communication

device) arranged in the protocol transmitted by the backscatter device 8 and/or

backscatter device 0, e.g. Wi-Fi and/or ZigBee. Accordingly, backscatter devices

transmit t conventional electronic devices .g , wireless communication devices)

using wireless communication protocols

| Wi-Fi signals generally refer to wireless local area network communication

signals, typically using the 2.4 GHz and/or 5 GHz SM radio bands. The

communication signals may be sent in accordance with he institute of Electrical and

Electronics Engineers' 802. standards, such as but not limited to, 802.11a 802. b,

802. g, and/or 802.1 n ,

T e helper device 4 may be implemented using any electronic device capable

of providing carrier signals (e.g. wireless communication device) described herein.

Examples of helper devices include, hut are no limited to, routers, obil

communications devices such as cell phones or tablets, computers, and/or laptops. The

helper device 4 ma generally have a wired power source, although in some

examples the helper device 104 may b battery powered. Generally, the helper device

104 may have sufficient power to generate the carrier signal. A single helper device

may provide a carrier signal more tha one backscatter device as described herein.

Although a single helper device 4 is shown i Figure I s any number of helper

devices may be used n so e examples. In som examples, the helper device 104 may



implement medi access control protocols. The helper device 104, for example, may

transmit the carrier signal once the desired channel e.g . a channel on which the carrier

signal and/or baekscattered signal will be.transmitted) is determined to be tree.

72f The helper device 104 generally includes R components, such a frequency

s n heste er s) and/or power amplifiers, which may then not b needed at th

backscatter device :and/or ba ks tt r device 1 0 , n this manner helper device

104 may provide the RF functions fo any number of backscatter devices, such as

baekseaiter device S and backscatter device .0 .

[ -1 The carrier signal provided by the helper device 1:0 may be any of a vari et of

wireless signals which may be baekscattered b the backscatter device 0 8: and/or

backscatter device . . to for a wireles communication signal arranged in accordance

with a wireless communication protocol such as Wi-Fi, Zig. e , and/or SigFox. The

carrier signal may a . continuous wave or a protocol-specific carrier signal (e.g.

Bluetooth, Wi-Fi, Z g Bee, and/or SigFox signal). n. some examples, th carrier signal

may be a spread spectrum signal. In some examples, the carrier signal may e a

frequency o pped signal. some examples, th carrier signal may b co in o us

wave signal. n some examples, one or -more characteristics of the continuous wav

signal (e.g. the frequency, amplitude, and/or phase) may be- selected in accordance with

a particular wireless protocol and/or frequency and/or amplitude and/or phase that the

receiver 06. i configured to receive. -In some examples, the carrier signal may be a

sing e eq ene tone signal,

|074| In some examples, the carrier signal may e a data-free signal. For example,

data deeodable by the receiver may not he encoded in th carrier signal. n some

examples, the carrier signa may be implemented using a predetermined data signal For

e le, the carrier signal may not be. encoded with data that is not predetermined

and/or generated at the helper device 4 . rs some examples, the carrier signal may be

a non-payload signal. For example, a data pay load detectable by the receiver 6 may

no be included in the carrier signal, In some examples, the : carrier signal may be a

signal based on media access control sublayer processing performed by the helper

device 104,

i 5 | The helper device may in so e examples detect an unused portion of a

spectrum and/or wire less communication channel. For example, the helper device may



detect that wireless communication channel o portion thereof, is unused, and may

selectively transmit a car er signal on the wireless communication channel or -portion

thereof, which is n some examples, th carrier signal transmission may

proceed onl after the helper device determines thai the wireless communication

channel used by the carrier signal is unused. In some examples, additionally or instead,

the helper device may detect that a wireless communication channel on which a

backscatter signal: is intended to be received, or- portion thereof; is unused, and may

selectively transmit a carrier signal when the receive channel is unused.

76 For example, traditional -Fi communications share t network using carrier

sense. However, carrier sense generally requires a Wi-Fi receiver thai is ON before

every transmission. Since traditional Wi-Fi receivers require ower-c ns ming F

components such as ADCs, frequency synthesizers, and LNA, a requirement to conduct

carrier sense at the backscatter device 08 and/o backscatter device ay re u

the overall power savings achieved f om using .backscatter techniques. Accordingly, in

examples described herein, carrier sense may be performed b the helper device 4

and may ot be performed b backscatter devices, such a the backscatter device 8

and/or backscatter device . Generally, the helper device 4 may perform carrier

sense and signal a backscatter device, such as backscatter device 8 and/or backscatter

device 1 0 when to transmit. The helper device 104 may also arbitrate the channel

between multiple backscatter devices and address other link-layer issue s including

AC s and retransmissions.

|0?7| The backscatter device 108 and backscatter device may be implemented

using and/or together w th any devices having backscatter communication capability,

such as, but not limited to, tags, mobile communication devices suc as cell phones or

tablets, computers, and or laptops. Other devices may b Implemented haying

backscatter communication capability including but not limited to sensors, wearable

devices such as watches, eyeglasses, contact Senses, and/or medical implants, it is

anticipated first the backscatter devices may have a sufficiently small fo rm factor and

low power requirement as to b able to be incorporated in o att ached to a y object and

provide communication functionality for the object and/or associated wit the object. n

this manner, backscatter devices may be placed ubiquitously in a environment, and

facilitate Internet of Things oT and/or other ubiquitous sensor functionality.



Although two backscatter devices are shown i Figure 1, it is. to be understood that -any

number of backscatter devices ma be used, including one- backscatter device. n other

examples, 0, 20, 30, 40, 50, 60, 70, 80, 90, 00 or more backscatter devices ay b

present in the system 2 ,

[878} Generally, backscatter devices, as the backscatter device 108 and

backscatter device 110 function to present varying impedance to a carrier signal such

that, for example, the carrier signal is either .reflected or absorbed by the backscatter

device at any given time. In this manner, for example a be indicated b

reflection, and a by absorption, or vice versa, and the carrier signal ma be

baekscattered into a data-carrying signal, ·Accordingly, in so e examples, a data-

carrying sig na may be provided .through backscaiter using only th energy required t

alter an impedance at a backscatter device's antenna. b manner, the backscaiter

devices may transmit data-carrying signals at Sower power than if the backscatter

devices had eni e ves generated the carrier signals.

[ * Backscatter devices described herein, such as backscatter device 108 a d

backscatter device 0 may genera ll be ultra-low power devices. For example,

backscatter devices described herein may eliminate or reduce the need for power

hungry communication components (e.g. RF signal generators, mixers, aoalog-to~

digiiai converters, etc, which may be present in the helper device 104). In this manner,

backscatter devices described herein may consume microwatts of power t trans i

data, which may improve the batter life o f the component (e.g. sensor) utilizing th

communication capability of the baekseaiter device. Backscatter devices may perform

digital baseband operations, such a coding and/or modulation.

[ | The backscatter signa baekscattered by the backscatter device 08 and/or

backscatter device O may b a signal produced using bcarrier modulation

performed by th backscatter device 108 and/or backscatter device 0, some

examples, the frequency of the ae scatt red signal may be frequency-shifted from that

of the carrier signal in some examples, data may be encoded n the baekscattered

signal using phase- and/or amplitude-shift keying. some- examples, the baekscattered

signa may be based on phase-shift keying (e.g. QPS and/or BPS ) and/or amplitude-

shift keying ub a r modulation performed by the backscatter device .108: and/or

backscatter device 0. Accordingly, backscatter devices described herein, including



baekseatter device 108 the baekseatter device may provide baekseatter

signals n accordance with wireless communication protocols that utilize phase- and/or

amplitude -shift keying (e.g.. Wi-Fi, ZigBee, SigFox), i -some examples, the

backscattered signal may include DSSS and/or CC spre ading which may

be added by the baekseatter device 108 and/or a ca er device 0 . In some

: the backscattered signal ay includ a pay load, added to a generated

b the helper device 1.04 after receipt of the carrier signal at the. baekseatter devic 08

and/or baekseatter device 0. In some examples, the backscattered signal may include

a packet, de d ble at the receiver 6 based o a particular protocol or standard

i ple ented by the receiver 6, in some examples, th backscattered signal may

include data detected at the baekseatter device 108 and/or baekseatier device

added to a predetermined, frequency-specific carrier signal.

I . Baekseatter devices and/or helper devices described herein, such as baekseatter

device 108, baekseatier device 0, and/or heiper device 104, may each include

multiple antennas. In this manner, antenna diversity may be levera ged and multipie-

pttt mtdti t tput (MIMO) ma e used. For example, the helper device

ma distribute the carrier signal across multiple antennas based on th wireless

channel, which may improve wireless signal propagation fro the helper device 04 t

the baekseatter device 1 8 and/or 110 to the receiver 106.

10821 The receive 6 may be implemented using an electronic device capable of

rec e iving wireless connmmication signals (e.g. wireless t device)

formatted i the protocol provided by the baekseatter devices baekseatter device 1 8

and/or baekseatter device 0, such as Wi-Fi and/or ZigBee, Generally, a y electronic

device (e.g. wireless communication device) may used to implement receiver 6

including, but not li ted to, W i- access points, Wi-Fi routers, ZigBee hubs, ranters,

mobile communications devices such as el phones or tablets, computers, and or

laptops, i some examples, the heiper device 4, receiver 6, and baekseatter device

108 and/or baekseatter device may b physically separate devices.

083J While show n as a separate device fro m the helper device 104, in some examples

the helper device 04 and receiver 106 may be integrated and/or may be the same

device. For example, an electronic .device may include multiple antennas in some

example. One or more- antennas in so e examples may provide the carrier signal (e.g.



provide helpe device 04) while o e or mo antennas, different from those

providing the- carrier s ignal in some examples-, may receive the signal transmitt ed by

one or ore backscatter devices (e.g. provide the receiver 106). n e examples, the

helper device and the receiver may be integrated into a single device. Cancellation

Circuitry -may e provided in the -.integrated device to suppress (e,g. cancel) th carrier

signal transmitted by th helper device at the receiver.

4 The receiver . 0 may receive tra s .n s.sion from the backscatter device . 0 8

and/or .backscatter device O in the presence of interference front :the carrier signal

transmitted by the helper device 104. In some examples, specialized hardware may be

use b the receiver .0 6 (e.g. -a f l -dup lex radio) to cancel this interfering signal,

however tha may not be compatible with existing Wi-Fi devices. I so e examples,

the helper device 4 ay provide a car er signal that is made u of frequencies (e.g. a

-single-frequency tone or a m i-freq eacy signal} -outside a desired frequency channel

for the transmissions of the backscatter device 108 and or backscatter device . This

ensure and/or aid in the receiver 1.06 suppressing the out-of -band interference ro m

the helper device 104. For example, Wi-Fi receivers may increasingly be required to

work even in the presence o f Interference in an adjacent band, such as Interference that

is 3 d stronger. Accordingly, if the helper device 104 transmitted a carrier signal in

the adjacent band, a traditional Wi-Fi receiver may be used to implement 06 and

would maintain function in the presence of th interfering signal. Further, as Wi-Fi an

Bluetooth radios ar being integrated onto single chipsets, Wi-Fi hardware is bein

designed to work i the presence of out~o.f~band Bluetooth interference. Accordingly, in

some examples, the helper device 4 may provide a Bluetooth carrier signal and a Wi-

Fi chipset in the receiver 106 may operate appropriately to receive Wi-Fi transmissions

fro the backscatter device 108 and/or backscatter device . 0 even in the presence of

the interfering Bluetooth signal

{ 5 1-n some examples, so e physical separation is provided between helper device

104 and receiver 106 For example, excessive ou - f-ban interference may occur f the

receiver 06 is too close to the helper device 04 such that the transmission of the

carrier signal by the helper device 4 saturates and/or compresses the RF front end of

the receiver 06, degrading Wi-Fi performance. This is generally referred to as the



input 1 dB compression point which may be around m for commercial Wi-Fi.

devices.

j 6 | The helper device 104 and receiver 6 described herein may change

functionality f om time to time in some examples. For example, while the helper device

104 at may function its described with reference to a helper device, the helper device

4 may at times function as a receiver in some examples, while the receiver 6 ay

ti as helper device at times. For a router (e.g. Wi-Fi router) may be

used having multiple modes of operation one mode of operation, the uter may be

used to implement the helper device 04, while in another d the router may be

use to implement the receiver 6. Th device can time multiplex its

functionality in some examples, su h that the helper device 104 may he integrated

and/or incorporated with the receiver 6.

{ 7 In some examples, multiple helper devices and/or receivers may be present in a

system. some examples, a single device (e.g. a ro ute !) may serve as a helper device

at certain times and as a receiver at other times. n. some examples, multiple (e.g. two)

devices may present i a system, each able t serve as either helper device or a

receiver. For example, the device.- may function as a helper device (e.g. e configured

to transmit a carrier signal) i -one mode, and a receiver (e.g. be configured to receive a

ac cat ered signal) n a second mode. Accordingly, the two devices may trade off

serving as t e helper device at a ry instance of time. For example, at one time Roister

may function as the helper device whereas Router 2 may function a s the receiver and at.

another time instant the role may be re versed . Different time allocations may he used

n some examples and a larger number of routers ay be present n some -examples.

[ 88 } i examples having multiple helper devices and/or receivers, the helper devices

and/or receivers may be -positioned, across an area to maximize and/or improve spatial

coverage by the carrier signal and/or spatial coverage for receipt of baekseattered

signals, m some examples, a helper device of the plurality of helper devices in a system

may b selected to act as- a helper device (in some examples, the selection may be

specific to- a specific baekscatter device or grou of haekseatier devices) based on

proximity of the candidate helper device to the baekscatter device, n some examples,

the selection may .be made based on a,candidate helper device of the plu rality of helper



devices having a better reception of a baekseattered signal than another of the plural y

of helper devices.

[089} Figure 2 i sche ati illustration o f bae s at device arranged in

accordance with examples described herein. The backseatter device 20 ay be used to

implement, for example, the backseatter device 1 and/or backseatter device. 1 10 o f

Figure Ϊ . The backseatter device 20 includes- baseband 202, sub-carrier phase

modulator 204, active RF 206, switch 208, and wave fo r generator 2 .

β | Backseatter devices generally operate by changing antenna impedance. The

effect of changin th antenna impedance ca be understood to cause th radar cross-

seet e.g., t h -signal fl d b y the antenna, a l s to change between the two

different states. Given a incident signa with power » the power in the

baekscatiered signal may be expressed as

Equation .1

{89. ] where F and l are the complex conjugates of the re fl ecti on coefficients

corresponding t o two impedance states. To maximize th power in the baekseattered

signal,- the -difference in the power o f th two impedance states is generally

maximized, as given by

i fi
Equation 2

892] To have the power i the baekseattered signal equal to that of the incident

signal, the left had side of equation 2 may he se to 4, which can be achieved by

modulating the reflection coefficients between. - an - I . In practi ce however,

baekseatter hardware may deviate from th s ideal behavior and incurs losses, which are

acceptable in practice; one example hardware implementation had a loss of around

d ,

[893] B utilizing a switch e.g.: switch 208), the antenna impedance may toggle

between two impedance states. Examples of backseatter device 200 way generate

transmissions- (e.g. Wi-Fi transmissions) usin this binary system.



4| Generally, t backseatier device 200 may shift a frequency of a carrier signa

by th a ks a te r device 200. For example, the frequency may be shifted from a

single-frequency to e provided outside a desired Wi-Fi transmission channel to a

frequency- within the desired Wi-Fi tr ssion channel (e.g. the center frequency of

the desired Wi-Fi transmission channel). The .frequency-shifted signal may be d to.

provide wireless communication signal (evg Wi-Fi signals). Generally, to shift the

frequency of th carrier signal, h switch 208 may he operated at a frequency f equa

to an amount of desired frequency shift. Digital encoding may be performed using

digital logic and phase changes ay be implemented in some examples by modifying

phase of a square wave (e.g. used to approximate a sine wave). In- this manner, th

digital backseatier device 20 ay synthesize wireless communication signals (e.g. Wi-

Fi signals)! while -operating n the digital domain at baseband.

For example, the hackscatter device 200 may backseatier a single-frequency

tone signal, e.g. provided by th helper device 104 of Figure 1. The single-frequency

tone signal may be written as f, where s the desired frequency of Wi-

Fi transmission by the hackscatter device, and f is the frequency of a waveform

utilized by the hackseatter device. The baekscatter device 200 may -utilize -square-

wave at a frequency (e.g. provided by the waveform generator .212) to shift the tone

to w i The square wave provided by the waveform generator 212 can be approximated

as

Equation 3

Since modulating the radar cross section of an antenna effectively multiplies the

incoming signal by the modulated signal, the backseatier signal can he approximated as

sin2-3t( , - i f) s 2ir ft n this manner, backseatier has created two tones, one at ¾

and on a w¾ - 2Af from the Initial single-tone signal.

Accordingly, backseatier devices described herein, including the backseatier

device 200 of Figur 2 ma provide backseatier signals having a frequency that is

shifted from th f equency o a carrier signal by a difference frequency. The difference

frequency may be a frequency of ( r included in waveform provided to the s i ar r

modulation circuitry..



Data m be transmitted in backscatter signals i a b of ways. In some

examples, reflection -and/or absorption of the -carrier signal itself may be utilized t

encode data, For example, -a .carrier wave ay be implemented using a signal havin

packets or other data (e g, &Wi-Fi signal). The backscatter device may transmit and/or

reflect packets of the carrier signal to indicate a o '0'- (or vice-versa). n some:

examples, phase- and/or amplitude-shift keying may be performed by the backscatter

device t encode data in the backscatter signals. Fo example, following creation of a

tone centered at the Wi-Fi channel lb transmissions using backscatter .may

be generated. 802. uses 0SSS and € K encoding which are both digital operations

and hence can be performed using digital logic at the passive Wi-Fi device (e.g. by

baseband 202 . The backscatter device 20 may generate signa in accordance with

phase-shift keying protocol (e.g. P BPS DBPSK and/or DQPSK) using a

square wave created a a frequency ∆ ί which may be understood b notin tha

DBPSK and DQPSK use a sine wave with four distinct phases: 0, a/2, π, and 3π/2

Since the square wave provided by switch 2 8 can be approximated as a sine wave, the

four phases may be provided by changing the timing of the square wave provided by

the waveform generator For example, shifting the square wave by ha f of a symbol

time effectively creates a phase change of π. phase changes of m - and 3 2 can h

achieved by shifting the square wave by one-fourth and three-fourth of -a symbol time

in this manner, backscatter such as backscatter device 200 may fully operate

the digital domain while run at a baseband frequency of a few tens of MHz and

synthesize 802.! transmissions using backscatter.

During operation, the baseband 20 may provide data fo -communication to th

sub-carrier phase modulator 204, which may a so be referred to as sub-earner

modulator. t . s to understood tha eve when referred to as -a sub-carrier phase

modulator, phase modulation may no be performed i all examples. The waveform

generator 212 may provide a waveform to the sub-carrier phase modulator 204. A

frequency of th waveform may be selected as a difference between a frequency of the

carrier signal and a desired frequency of the backscatter signal (e .g frequency at which

a receiver may receive- the backscatter signal). The data may be provided in. the

backscatter signal in several ways, in some examples, the sub-carrier phase modulator

20 may control the switch 208 to reflect .and/or absorb portions of the carrier signal



(e.g. packets) accordance with data, r example, packets of the carter signal

may- e reflected to c a and absorbed to indicate - 1V©r vice versa. In sa

examples, the sub arrier phase modulator 20 may alter a phase, amplitude, or both of

the waveform provided by the waveform generator to provide output signal The

output signal may be sed to control a switch 208 to baekscatter a carrier signal int a

data-carrying signal formatted in accordance with a wireless communication protocol

utilizing phase-shift key ing, a wireless communication protocol using amplitude-shift

keying, or combinations thereof.

| Some example baekscatter devices ma additionally include active F 206

components such tha in one mode, the baekscatter device 200 may baekscatter signals

and have low power (e.g. baekscatter) operation, while in another mode the baekscatter

device 200 may utilize- active RF to -transmit wireless communication signals

conventional y (e.g. generating device's own carrier signal). Th baekscatter

components and active RF 206 may utilize a same antenna, as shown n Figure 2, and

the antenna connection may be switched between th active RF 206 and sub-carrier

phase modulator 204 in so m examples by control circuitry (not shown in Figure 2). In

other th active RF 206 and sub-carrier phase modulator 204 may utilize

different antennas.

0 The antenna may be connected to a switch which selects between the active RF

206 radio and the sub-carrier phase modulator 204, The selection ma be made, or

example, on a basis of proximity to a helper device. n some examples, when th

baekscatter device is in the range of a helper device it ma -couple the sub-carrier phase

modulator 204 to he antenna- to perform low power transmissions (e.g. Wi-Fi

transmission). However, when the baekscatter device is outside the range of the helper

device, the antenna may be coup led to active RF 206.

0 02 Baseband 202 may be implemented using typical baseband circuitry fo the

wireless communication protocol of interest, e.g. Wi-Fi baseband circuitry a d/or

Zig-Bee- baseband circuitry. Generally, the baseband 202 includes digital circuitry

components which may be relatively low power. The baseband 20 may provide

encoding i accordance w t the wireless communication protocol of interest (e.g.

0SSS and encoding tor 802,1 1b transmissions). The data provided b the

baseband 202 may originate from one or more sensors which may be coupled to and/o



integrated with backscatter device 200 in some examples. A y number o f sensors

may- be used, including but not limited to, temperature sensors, vibration sensors,

humidity sensors, glucose se sors p S sensors, blood oxygenation sensors, GPS

;sensors, optica sensors, cameras, and/or microphones. this mariner,.serisor data may

be provided tha ma be transmitted by th backscatter device. 200.

|01. 1 In some examples,. he backscatter device 20 may implement WPA/WPA2 and

ensure that its Wi-Fi transmissions comply w th the Wi-Fi security specifications. Since

these are d igita l operations, the baseband 202 may implement them o n the backscatter

device 200 using baseband processing.

\ Although no sho w in. Figure 2 » the backscatter device 200 may include

power so ce, such as a te and/or energy s system. The battery may be

implemented using a lithium ion battery in some examples additionally or instead,

energy harvesting components may be provided to power the backscatter device 200,

including, but not limited to, components for harvesting solar energy, thermal energy,

vibrational energy, or combinations thereof. .The power source may power the baseband

202, st b c r r phase modulator 204, waveform generator 232. in examples,

the active 206 may be used when -a larger power source than the power -source used

to power those backscatter components is available (e.g. a wired power source).

0 S The sob-carrier phase modulator 204 may be implemented using circuitry that

may adjust a phase, amplitude, or both o waveform. In some examples, an PPG A

may h used to implement sub-carrier phase modulator 204. The sub-carrier phase

modulator 204 is connected to th baseband. .202 and may receive data from the

baseband. 202. The sub-carrier phase modulator 204 may be fy riher conn ected to the.

waveform generator 2 .2 and may receive a waveform provided by the waveform

generator 212. The sub-carrier phase modulator 204 may a er a phase, amplitude, o

both, of the waveform i accordance with the data from the baseband 202 to provide an

output signal. The sub-carrier phase modulator 204 may he coupled to the switch 208

and may provide the output signal to th switch 208.

Note that, on the physical layer, ZigBee uses offset -Q S. and direct sequence

spread spectrum (DSSS) n the 2.4 GHz ISM ba d . Wi-Fi is generally implemented

using BPS P S modulation with DS SS/ spreading sequences. To create phase

changes used for the DBP S / D PS modulation, the sub-carrier phase modulator



204 may alte phase of a square wave provided by waveform generator 212 by

changing the timing of the wave. The sub-carrier phase modulator 20 ay utilize

FS modulation n other examples t synthesize a Wi-Fi nd or gBee packet. n

examples, a p oa of the packet may include the spreading sequence for the

carrier signal.. For example, the spreading sequence m be provided by the baseband

2 2 .and/or may be stored in a memory on the baekscatter device 200.

| 1 7| some examples, an analog based technique may be used to impieroent phase

shift keying. Instead of choosing the phase of the waveform provided b waveform

generator 2 . 2 based on the data provided by baseband 202, n some examples, phase

shift keying a be implemented for example by the switch 208 with

multiplexer or switching network and switching the antenna impedance between four

impedance states (e.g. which may all be placed 90° apart i phase on a circle) t

implement phase shift keying. A plitud shift keying may e implemented in an

analogous manner.

[ | Switch. 208- may be implemented using generally any circuitry for altering

impedance presented to tenna, such as a transistor. The switch 208 Is coupled

between the sub-carrier phase modulator 204 and an antenna of th backscatier device

200, in the example of igur 2, the switch 208 is implemented ·using .a transistor. Any

of a variety of antenna designs may be used. The antenna may be operational in the

frequency of th carrier signal and the frequency of die backscatier signal. A high

output signal provided by the sob-carrier phase modulator 204 t d gat of the switch

208 accordingly may turn the transistor on, presenting a impedance to the antenna.

A low output signal provided b the s -ea ier phase modulator 204 to the gate of th

switch 208 accordingly may turn the transistor off, presenting a high impedance- to the

antenna. The switch 208 may generally run at a baseband frequency - e.g. much lowe

frequency than a frequency of a carrier signal provided o the backscatier device 200, n

som examples, the switch 208 may b e operated at a frequency of 50 or lower,

although other frequencies ay also be used in other examples.

*> Waveform generator 2 2 ma provide a waveform to the sub-carrier phase

modulator 204. Any periodic waveform may generally be used including, but not

limited to, a square wave, sine wave, cosine wave, triangle wave, sawtooth wave,

analog signal, multi-level signal, or combinations thereof. The waveform generator 2. :



may be implemented using, hardware, software, or combinations thereof. For example,

the waveform generator 212 may m using an oscillator. The phase of a

waveform provided by the waveform generator having a oscillator may be altered,

for xa ple , by changing a phas of a cloc signal provided to the oscillator. I .some

examples, the waveform generator 212 may b implemented usin a n FPGA, DSP,

and/or microprocessor and executable Instructions to provide th desired waveform at

the desired frequency.

[ i Generally, the carrier signal ma have a particular frequency - e.g, single tone,

a frequency used Bluetooth, Wi-Fi, ZigBee, and/or other wireless communication

protocol ft ma be desirable for the backscatter dev ic 200 to transmit a backscattered

signal at a particular frequency (e.g. at a frequency use i Bluetooth, Wi~F:i, ZigBee,

or other wireless communication protocol). t ay be desirable for the backscattered

signal to occur at a different frequency than the carrier signal, for example t avoi or

reduce interference between the carrier signal and th backscattered signal.

[01 The waveform generator 2 2 provide waveform at a which

may be selected to be a . frequency equal to a difference between a . frequency o f the

carrier signal and a desired frequency for transmission of a backscattered signal. The

sub-carrier phase modulator 204 may control the switch 208 at the frequency of the

waveform provided by the waveform generator 2 2 which may effectively i the

frequency of the carri signal with e : frequency o th waveform, resulting i n a

backscattered signal at frequency of the carrier signal ÷/- the .frequency of th

waveform. Accordingly, a backscattered signal at a desired frequency may be achieved

by providing a waveform t the sub-carrier phase modulator 204 having a frequency

equal to difference between the frequency of the carrier signal a d the desired

frequency of backscatter transm sion.

| n some examples-, the carrier signal may be a frequency hopped signal. The

waveform generator 2 2 ay provide a waveform having- a frequency- that hops in

accordance with the hopping of the frequency hopping signal used to Implement the

carrier signal such that the frequency hopping carrier signal may be backscattered by-

the backscatter device 200 * For example, the carrier signal may be a frequency hopped

signa which has a sequence of frequencies over time. Th receive frequency may

generally e fixed. Accordingly, the waveform generator 212 may provide wave for i



having a sequence of frequencies such that th dat is transmitted at. the constant

receive frequency over time, despite the: hopping frequency of the carrier signal.

1 i A variety of techniques may be used to select the sequence of frequencies for

the waveform. In some examples, the sequence of frequencies of the frequency-hopped

carrier signal ay he received.- by the backscatter device over a downlink: from the

helper device used to transmit the carrier signal, i n some examples, the sequence of

frequencies may be known (e.g. a pseudorandom sequence). The backscatter device

may include a memory that may store the sequence of frequencies of the. f qu ncy-

hopped carrier signal and/or the sequence of frequencies sed for th waveform, of

indications thereof,

0 114 some examples, backscatter devices described herein may include frequency

determination circuitry coupled an antenna for sensing the carrier signal (e.g. the

.antenna used to backscatter may be used). Th frequency determination .circuitry may

sense the frequency of the carrier signal and compute a difference between the

frequency of the carrier and the desired frequency of backscatter signal and

provide an indication of the difference (e.g. to b used as the waveform frequency) to

the waveform generator such that the waveform generator may provide the waveform at

the d difference fr e ency.

I n some examples, the carrier signal may be a spread spectrum signal, such as

direct spread spectrum (DSS) signal. Generally, direct spread spectrum refers to

techniques where energy may be spread across multiple frequencies (e,g a frequency

band) by coding data in a particular manner using a code or coding sequence. Coding

sequences ma be pseudorandom sequences, and examples include m-seqaences,

barker codes, gold codes, and adamard Walsh codes.

i | In some examples, a time at which backscattering begins ma need to

synchronized to the spread c m carrier signal r example, data ay be provided

a haekseattered signal in some examples by altering the carrier signal examples

where the carrier signal comprises a spread spectrum signal, the backscatter device ay

begin backscattering when a particular portion of the carrier signal is presented to the

backscatter device (e.g. the backscatter device ay synchronize backscattering of data

with dat i the carrier signal). In some examples, the sub-carrier phase modulator of a

backscatter device may begin backscatter a a time based on features of the carrier



Signal.. Features may include data present: in the carrier signal a a particular time

a d/or a location within overall spreading sequence a a .particular time.

j 7 in some examples, the sub-carrier phase modulator may begin backscatter

responsive t a sync att n signal another device. For example, a master

synchronization ma be provided where a device e g. the helper device) may provide a

signal to th backscatter device to indicate a time t begin backscatter relative t the

spread spectrum carrier signal

[ i J Data may be provided i the backscatter signal in several ways. In some

examples, such as n some examples where the carrier signal includes packets or other

data e g a Wi-Fi, ZigB e and/or SigFox. signal)* data ma be provided in th

backscatter signal by reflecting and/or absorbing portions (e.g.. packets) of the carrier

signal i . accordance with the data to be transmitted. A receive decode the

presence of a packet n the backscatter signal as a ' (or a CP in some examples) and

the absence of a packet n the backscatter signal as ¾ (or a * n some examples), hi

some examples, the backscatter device may encode data i the packet sequence number

transmuted y the helper device.

9| i some examples, data may be provided in the backscatter signal b alterin a

phase, amplitude, or combinations thereof, of the w avefo r provided to the sub-carrier

modulation circuitry in accordance with the data to perform phase-shift keying and/or

mpiit d -s t keying n this manner, the backscatter device 200 may create wireless

communication transmissions ( g which ma be arranged in accordance with a

standard wireless communication protocol, such as but not limited to Wi-Fi 802.1 l

802,1 1b, 02 . 802. , ZigBee, and/or Bluetooth), Since the backscatter device

200 has no (or fewer) analog components, it may generally consame less silicon -area

and e smaller and cheaper- than existing transmission devices, such as Wi-Fi chipsets.

Further., its power consumption ma be significantly lower as.it may only have a need

to perfo rm digital baseband operations.

The backscatter device 20 may furthe include a receiver t receiving

signaling message from, e.g. the helper device 104, n examples described herein, the

helper device 104 may provide signaling packets which may, for example, be created

usin amplitude modulation such as OH/OFF keying. The backscatter device 20 may

include a passive energy detector with analog components and a comparator t



distinguish between the presence absence of energy. n this manner, signaling

packets may be received while .consuming l w power, ra in some s

Figure 3 is a schematic illustration of a system arranged i accordance with

examples described herein. The system of Figure 3 access point 302 and

hackscatter device, 304. The access point 3 2 may be s to implement an /or may be

implemented by) helper device 4 and receiver 6 of Figure 1, for example. The

hackscatter device 304 may b used to implement (and/or may be implemented by) th

hackscatter device 1 8 hackscatter device 0 of Figure 1. and/or the hackscatter

device 200 of Figure 2 in some examples. The access point 302 may carrier

signal,- such . s Wi-Fi signal on channel. 6, and the hackscatter device 304 may

backseatter the carrier signal into ha ksca erecl signals on Wi-Fi channels and .

j 22] Generally, non-overlapping Wi-Fi channels may have certain frequency bands

n so e examples (such as- e example of Figure 2), separate helper devices a d

receiver devices may not be needed and or used. Access point 302, which may be

implemented using a Wi-Fi chipset) may provide a carrier signal i one Wi-Fi channel,

such as channel 6, which may have a W"i-Fi channel frequency associated with channel

6 . The carrier signal may be baekscattered by hackscatter devices described herein into

other Wi-Fi channels. . The backscaitered communications may b received by the

access point 302 on those other Wi-Fi channels, such as channels 1 and 1 which ay

have Wi-Fi channel frequencies associated with channels 1 a nd , respectively.

Generally, the channel used to provide th carrier signal should have limited or no

frequency- overlap with the channels on which hackscatter communications are

provided.

[ 23] Figure 4 is a schematic i stratio of non-overlap n Wi-Fi Channels in the 2.4

GHz SM band. Channel 1 is centered at 2.4 2 GHz. Channel 6 is centered at 2.437

Channel 11 is centered at 2.462 GHz. Accordingly, there is a 2 MHz frequency

di erence between channel 1 and channel 6 , There is a 25 MH frequency difference

between channel 6 and channel ί .

0 Accordingly, a backseatter device, such as the hackscatter device 304 of Figure

3, or say other backseatter device described herein, may utilize a waveform having a

frequency o 25MHz to translate the carrier signal on Wi-Fi channel 6 to a



backseattered signal i channels 1 1. Any receiver that may operate on channel 1

or may receive. th se:backseattered .transmissions.

j 2S Generally, then, baekscatter devices described herei ay utilize waveforms

havin -a frequency equal to a : frequency difference between channels to

translate a carrier signal in o e channel i to a backseattered: signal in the other channel.

Referring t the examples of Figures 3 an 4, the hackscatier device may

provide data in the hackscatier signal by reflecting or absorbing portions of the carrier

signal to indicate a 1 or 0, -respectively (or vice versa). For example, packets of the

carrier sig al may be reflected or absorbed by th baekscatter device to indicate a 1 or

0 respectively (or vice versa To achieve this in some examples, referring back to

Figure 2, the sub-carrier phase modiilator (which ma be referred to as a sub-carrier

modulator) of the baekscatter device may provide or suppress the waveform received

from the waveform generator n accordance with the data to provide an output signal.

The switch may control the antenna to baekscatter the carrier signal in accordance with

the outpu signal such that the carrier signal frequency i mixed with the waveform

frequenc to transmit a baekscatter signal at the desired receive frequency,

Accordingly, the sub-carrier phase modulator may not alter a phase of the waveform

and. may instead control reflection and absorption of portions (e.g. packets) of the

carrier sign

101271 I th examples of Figures. and 4, the receiver (e.g. the access poi 3 or

receiver of igure 3 may decode th data by decoding a whe a portion (e.g.

packet) of the backseattered signal is received, arid decoding a 0 when a portion (e.g.

packet) of the baefcscattered signa is absent.

1 Examples described herein may separate th signaling functions used to control

access to a channel, such a carrier sense functionality in Wi-Fi communications, from

the data transmission functions. For example, baekscatter devices described herein may

provide data transmissions compatible w ith wireless communication protocols.

However, the baekscatter devices themselves may not perform the transmissions sed

to ensure controlled access to a channel, such as carrier sense transmissions. Instead,

the channel access control transmissions ma b performed by another device, such as

the helper device 4 of Figure 1, to relieve the baekscatter device of the need to make

those transmissions, which ay require higher power.



[0129) Figure 5 is a schematic illustration of the system of Figure 1 Including signaling

schematics- for several components to illustrate a method performed by the system.

Figure 5 illustrates helper device signaling 502, backscatter device signaling 504, and

receiver signaling 506. helper device 104 may perform carrier sense (e.g. receive

transmissions one or more channels to determine if a m e free). Note that

the helper device 4 may perform carrier sense both the channel of intended

communication by a backscatter device, such as backscatter device 8 and/or

baekse it r device 110, and also on the channel i to which the carrier signal is to be

transmitted by the helper device 1 04 .

Once the helper device 04 determines the relevant channels to be free, it

transmits a signaling packet t each backscatter device thai ma communicate, and it

begins transmission of th carrier (noted as 'C in Figure 5). In some examples, the

carrier signal may b transmitted for a fixed time. Th helper device 4 may later

receive an ACK f m the receiver 106 indicating the transmission is complete. In ibis

manner, th carrier sense and ACK functions eed not he performed by the backscatter

device 8 and/or backscatter device 0 .

[0131] Turning t backscatter device signaling 504, the backscatter device 0 may

receive a signaling packet from th helper device 104. Responsive to receipt of the

signaling packet, the backscatter device 08 may transmit one or more packets, such as

-Fi packets.

Turning to receiver signaling 506, the receiver 106 ma receive the packets

transmitted by the backscatter device 8, and on receipt of the packets may transmit

an acknowledge message, ACK, which may be recei ved by the helper device 4.

[ 33] To confirm that the packets were accurately received by the receiver 6 th

.signaling packet sent by the helper device 104 a include an indication p accurate

receipt (or an indication of lack of receipt, e.g. failed receipt). Fo example, after the

helper device J04 receives an acknowledge message, ACK, from the receiver 106, a

next signaling packet to the backscatter device may include an Indication (e.g. )

that the ACK. was received. f the ACK is not received by the helper device 104 from

the receiver 6, the helper device 4 may send a signaling packet to the backscatter

device 08 including an indication (e.g. a ) that th ACK was ot received, so that the

backscatter device 108 may attempt to retransmit the packets.



[0134) For example, consider an example where backscatier device 08 friends to send

a Wi-Fi packet on channel 6 and the helper device 104 transmits a tone between Wi-Fi

channels and 6, Before any of these transmissions happen, the helper device 4 first

uses carrier sense to ensure thai there are no ongoing transmissions on any the

including in between channel -.and . nce the channels are found free,

the helper device 104 sends a packet signaling a specific backscatier device (e.g.

Backscaiter device 108 to t nsmit This signal may be sent and; decoded using an

-S power receiver, for example y using amplitude modulation such a ON/OFF

keying at the helper device 4.

Figure s a schematic illustration of a signaling packet arranged i accordance

with examples described .herein. The signaling packet 600 starts wit an identification

(e.g. ID unique to each backscatier device n the system (e.g. Backscatier device 108

or backscatier device 0 of Figure 1). While shown at the start, in other examples, th

ID may be placed in other locations in the packet. The signaling packet 600 further

includes an indication o f receipt of an ACK. The signaling packet 600 further includes

a rate and check its to assist in decoding.

[0136) The helper device 4 receives ACK. messages sen by receivers, such as

receiver 6 and conveys indications of ACK receipt (or lack o receipt) back to th

backscatier devices. For example, if the ACK is successfully decoded at the helper

device 04, it may set the ACK it in the signaling packet 600 to and send it to th

backscatier device 108, for example durin th next period when th sensor is

scheduled t transmit and a signaling packet is sent. If the ACK. s not received at the

helper device 04 after an expected time, t may perform carrier sense and sends a

signaling packet with the ACK it set to 0. While I and 0 are used here as examples, it

is to be understood that in other examples, 1 may be used to convey Sack of ACK, and

0 the receipt of ACK, or additional bits or other representations ma be used. When the

backscatier device receives the indication no ACK message was received by the helper

device 104, the backscatier device 08 may retransmit its packets e.g . Sensor data).

[0137) n some examples, th helper device 04 detects a ACK by detecting energ

for a ACK duration at the end of the backscatier device transmission.

i l 3 | The signaling packet 600 may also provide rate information for rate adaptation -

e.g. the two-bit rate field indicated in Figure Generally, Wi-Fi bit rate adaptation



algorithms may use loss a a proxy to adapt the transmit-to bit rate n examples

described herein, this function ay be performed by helper devices (e.g. devices with

sufficient power budget), such as the helper device of Figure 1. For example, the

helper device 10 ma estimate the packet loss rate for eac of its associated

backscatter devices (e.g. backscatter device 108 and/or backscatter device 0) by

computing the. faction uc es y acknowledged packets,

13 The helper device 104 may estimate th best bit rate (e.g. 802. b bit rate) d

encodes this information in the bit rate field of the signaling packet 600. Since the

helper device 10 knows the bit rate as well as the packet length, it k ows ho long the

transmissions from each of its backscatter devices would occupy on the wireless

medium- Thus, it may stop transmitting its carrier signal at the end of the backscatter

transmission and listens for the corresponding A s.

| 14 | The signaling packet 600 be . sent by a helper device (e.g. a device with

sufficient powe budget to supply a carrier signal), such as the helper device 104 o

Figure . In some examples, the signaling packet may h sent usi g amplitude

modulation suc as OH/OFF keying, When the backscatter device, such as the

backscatter device 8 of Figure detects its ! E it may transmit within a short

in er ra e spacing (SIPS) duration at the end of the signaling packet. The signaling

packet is sent at the center of the desired channel for carrier signal (e.g. between

channels I an 6 in this le , and at the center o f the desired channel for

backscatter transmission (e ,g . channel n t n s example). This - ay prevent other

devices in the ISM band from capturing the channel before the backscatter device gets

to transmit. The signaling packet 600 has 6 bits a in some examples adds a fixed

overhead of i 00 m for every backscatter transmission.

The helper device 4 may advantageously know when: to send the signaling

packet t each of the backscatter devices in the network. As an example of ow this

may be achieved, consider a Internet of Things application, A device sending out

beacons may h configured to se d them a a .fixed rate. Temperature sensors,

microphones and Wi-Fi cameras, fo example (e.g., Drop a ) may have a fixed rate at

which they generate data. Similarly, motion sensors may have an upper bound on the

delay they can tolerate. Accordingly * backscatter devices described herein may have a

fixed rate and/or a maximum rate at wh ich they conduct data- transfer (e.g. rate of data



transmissions). The backscatier devices (e.g. Backscatter device 8 and/or backscatter

device } may convey the fixed dat rate -and/or maximum data rate to the helper

device 4 during an initial association procedure (and can update it later as needed).

[ 142 The fixed data rate and/or maximum data rate may be used by the helper device

4 to signal each backscatter device in: accordance to its fixed and/or m data

rate,

Figure 7 is a schematic illustration of network association method in a system

arranged in accordance with examples descri bed herei Figure illustrates an example

of how a backscatter device 706 may associate with a helper device 702 and a receiver

70 in a wireless network (e.g. WLA ), Th backscatier device 706 may he

implemented to backscatter Wi- signals. The backscatier devic 706 may he used to

implement and/Or be implemented by any backscatter device described herein, such as

the backscatter device or backscatter device H Qof Figure , the backscatter device

200 of Figure 2, and/or the backscatter device 304 o Figure 3 . The rece er 704 may be

implemented using a Wi-Fi router. The receiver 704 ma be used to implement and/or

be implemented by any receiver described herein, including the receiver 1 6 of Figure

. The helper device 70 may e implemented using a p lugged i device. The helper

device 702 may be use to implement and or be implemented by any helper devices

described herein, including helper device J.04 of Figure 1.

0 144} Since a helper device, such a the helpe device 702, may not have full-duplex

radio (the lack of which ma be desirable in practice or simplicity a d lo cost in

some examples), there may be no direct communication channel from the backscatter

device 70 device to the helper device 702. Accordingly; the process shown in Figure

be used to associate the devices n a network.. The process including step 708 ste

71,0, step 7 , step 714, step 716, s 720, and step 722. While the steps are shown in

a sequence in Figure 7, t is to b understood tha i som examples, the steps may he

rearranged, some .steps may not be present, and/or some steps may occur partially or

wholly Simultaneously with Other steps.

}014S} n step 708, the helper device 702 may associate with the receiver 704 with two

physical addresses (e,g. media access control (MAC) addresses such as MAC:! a d

MAC:2). The helper device 702 may, in step 7 ), broadcast a discovery packet, for

example using ON-OFF keying modulation, that contains these two physical addresses



(e.g. MAC addresses) and starts with a broadcast I . Discovery packets w th different

IDs may be sent for each backseatter device i the network in s

examples. I step 7 , the backseatter device 706 transmits a backseatter packet (e.g. a

Wi-Fi packet including be source and destination addresses set to the provided

physical addresses (e.g. MAG:2 and MAC:i). Th backseatter packet payi ad may

include sensor update rate, packet length, supported bit rates and the physical (e.g.

MAC) address of th backseatter device 706, MA.C 3 in d e example of Figure 7, Other

baekseaiter devices the network may transmit analogous packets including the source

address and destination address set to the provided physical addresses ( g. MAC;2 and

AC: I),

146 in step 7 14 , th packet from th backseatter device 706 may he routed by the

receiver 704 to the helper device 02. The helper device 702 spoof (e.g. -mimics) d

physical address of the backseatter device (e .g . MAC:3) and associates it with the

receiver 704 in step 716. The helper device 702 selects a unique ID in ste 7 and

sends t to the backseatter device 706 along with other network (e.g. Wi-Fi network)

credentials. n step 720, the ha ks a r device 706 responds with a acknowledgement

packet (e.g. a Wi-Fi packet) including the source and destination addresses set to the

physical address of the backseatter device (e.g.. MAG;3) and the provided physical

address (e.g. MAC:1). This acknowledgement packet gets routed through the receiver

7 4 in st p 722 and confirms association a the helper device 702, After association, the

backseatter device 706 can send packets (e.g. Wi-Fi packets) to the helper device 702

through the receiver 704, and change its parameters including update rate an packet

length. The credentials for the spoofed physical (e.g. MAC) addresses could be sent

securely using a manufacturer set secret key shared between the backseatter d ice

a d the helper devices in a network.

EXAMPLE IMPLEMENTATIONS

(0 7 Backseatter devices are described demonstrating implementation of all four

802.1 bit rates on an P platform. Evaluation shows that Wi-Fi transmissions ca

be decoded on off-the-shelf smart phones and Wi-Fi chipsets over distances of 30-100

feet n various in e of-sight and throug he a scenarios. A passive Wi-Fi integrated

circuit ( ) is described that performs 1 Mbps- nd Mbps- 802.1 b transmissions and



power consumption estimated using Cadence and Synopsis toolkits. Results show

the J and 1.1 Mbps passive Wi-Fi transmissions consume 14.48 and 49.28 W

respectively.

ΘΙ 4 Baekscatier devices were implemented using an FPGA platform. Th s was used

t characterize passive Wi-Fi e .g . baekseatteted Wi Fi) in various deployment

scenarios. An IC design was used to quantify power consumption.

A baekscatier device for baekse tt r ng Wi-Fi transmissions e.g. passive Wi-

Fi) was implemented using art. FPGA for digital processing. The baeks a te modulator

included HMC 1. B S8SF T RF switch etwor on a 2-iayer Rodg r* 4350

substrate. The switc was designed t o modulate betw een an open and closed impedance

state a d had a 1.1 d loss. All th required baseband processing ding data

scrambling, header generation, D S S/CC encoding, C C computation and

DB SK QPS modulation were written in Ve log The Verilog code was

synthesized and translated onto D Cyclone FPGA development board by Altera..

Four different frequency shifts were implemented at th baekseaiter device of 1 .3 5,

. 22 and 44 MHz, The digital output of the FPGA was connected- to the baekscatier

switch to generate the Wi-Fi packets from the tone emitted by the helper device, A 2

dBi omnidirectional antenna was used on. the baekscatier device. The helper device

uses a 6 dBi antenna and has a transmit power of 30 dB .

For the integrated circu i implementation, not CMOS technology scaling ha

enabled the exponential sealing in power and area for integrated circuits. Wi-Fi chipsets

have tried to leverage sealing but with limited success due to the nee for power hungry

analog components that do not scale n power and size with. CMOS technology.

However, base-band Wi-Fi operations are Implemented in the digital domain and tend

to scale very well with CMOS. For context, Aiheros's 6 3 and A.R9462 chipset

thai were released in .2009 and 20 1 use 65 n : CMOS and 55 n CMOS node

implementations respectively.

{01511 For the ac seaitet g Wi-Fi device's integrated circuit implementation, th 5

nm LP CMOS node by TS C was used, providing power savings of baseband

processing and a comparison with current industry standards. Figure 8 is schematic

illustration of an example IC architectu re for baekscatier devices described herein. The

C has three main components: a baseband frequency synthesiser, a baseband



processor, and a baekscatter modulator. The baseband frequency synthesizer generates

the clock (e.g. MHz) for base ba d processing as well as four phases at .375 MHz

offsets for S PS DQPS . Th ! MHz and 12,3 5 M ¾ clocks were a

;synchronized t avoid glitches during phase modulation. An integer N charge

arid- ring osc i ator-b ed P were used to generate 49 ,5 MHz clock from a .37

kHz reference. The 49,5 MHz clock is fed to a quadrature Johnson counter to generate

the f ur phases with the timing offsets ( o esp nding to 0, /2, a d 3 /2 phases).

The same 49.5 M carrier is divided y 4.5 to generate the I MHz baseband clock.

[0 15 The baseband processor takes d e payload bits as input and generates baseband

802,1 lb Wi-Fi packet. Ve log code that was verified on the FPGA was use a d the

Design Compiler by Synopsis to generate the transistor level implementation of th

baseband processor,

The baekscatter modulator mixes the baseband data to generate DB S and

DQPSK and drives the switch to baekscatter the incident tone signal. The baseband

data are the select inputs to a 2-bit multiplexer which switches between the four phases

of the 12.375 MHz clock to generate the phase modulated data. The multiplexer output

is buffered and used to drive the F switch, which toggles the antenna between ope

an short impedance state

4J The 1C implementation o r Mbps and Mbps consumes a total of 4 .5 and

49.3 - W of power respectively. The digital frequency synthesizer is clocked for

DQPSK. and consumes a fixed power for all data rates. The power consumption of th

base- band processor that generates the 8.02.1 packets scales with th data rate and

consumes 30% and 77% of total power for 1 and Mbps respectively. The baekscatter

modulator consumes th rest of the power for performing phase modulation and

runnin the switch.

S S Fro the foregoing w be appreciated that, although .s pecifi c embod e s

of the invention have been described herein for purposes of illustration, various

modifications may he made without deviating from th spirit and scope f th

invention.



CLAIMS

What is:

. A ac sca er device comprising:

an antenna configured to baekscatter carrier signal having first frequency;

baseband eir i configured provide data for transmission;

a waveform generator configured to provide a wavefo m having seco d

frequency, wherein the second frequency is difference between the first frequency

and third frequency ;

a sub-earner phase modulator coupled to the baseband circuitry and the

waveform generator, the sub-carrier phase modulator configured to adjust a phase,

amplitude, o combinations thereof, of the waveform in accordance with the data to

provide :an output signal; a d

a switch coupled to the antenna, the switch configured to control the antenna to

baekscatter the carrier signal i accordance with the output signal such that the first

frequency is railed with th frequency to transmit the data i a baekscatter

signal at the third frequency

2. The baekscatter device of claim wherein the hackscatter signal is arranged i

accordance with a wireless Communication protocol implementing phase-shift

keying, amplitude-shift keying, or combinations thereof.

3. The baekscatter device of clai 2, wherein th wireless communication

protocol i s Wi-Fi Zig ee SigFo%,:or combinations thereof

4. The baekscatter device of claim 1, wherein th waveform comprises a square

wave, an ana log signal, a multi-level signals or combinations thereof.

5. Th ba s a ter device of claim , wherein the data comprises a Wi-Fi

packet.



6. The backseatter device of claim I . wherein the swifch configured to control

the antenna t backscatter the carrier signal in accordance with the output signal o

transmit the data at the third frequency and a fourth frequency.

7 The backscatter device of claim , further comprising multiple antennas,

and wherein the arn e -signal is provided M techniques.

8. A backscatter device comprising;

an antenna, the antenna configured to backscatter a frequency hopped signal

including first f quency

baseband circuitry configured to provide data for transmission-;

a waveform generator configured to provide a waveform havin second

frequency a d further configured io hop the secon frequency in accordance with the

frequency hopped signal;

a sub-carrier phase modulator coupled to th baseband circuitry and th

waveform generator, the sob-carrier phase modulator configured to adjust a phase,

amplitude, or combinations thereof, of the waveform in accordance with the data to

provide an output signal; and

.switch coupled to the antenna, the switch configured to control the antenna to

backscatter the carrier signal in accordance with th output signal such tha the first

frequency is mixed with the second frequency to transmit the data at a third frequency,

9. The backscatter device of clai 8 , wherein the waveform comprises a square

wave, analog signal multi-leve! signal, or combinations thereof

1.0; The backscatter device of claim wherein the frequency hopped signal

co prises a sequence of frequencies and wherein the sequence of frequencies is

received b the backscatter device over a downlink from a . device configured to.

transmit the carrier signal.

1 1. The backscatter device of claim , erein the frequency hopped signal

comprises a sequence of frequencies, and wherei the backscatter device further

comprises a memory configured to store the sequence of frequencies



, The backscatter device of claim i , wherein the sequence of frequencies

comprises-a pseudorandom sequence.

. . The: backscatter device of claim 8, wherein the first frequency is mixed

with he second frequency to transmit th data In a backscatter signal at the third

frequency, a d wherein the backscatter signal comprises a signal in accordance with a

wireless m ti protocol selected from the group of protocols consisting of

Wi-Fi, ZigBee, SigFox, and combinations thereof

4, The backscatter device of claim . further composing frequency

determination circuitry coupled to the antenna, the frequency determination -circuitry

configured to provide an Indication of d second frequency t t e waveform generator

at least in part by sensing the first frequency of the carrier signal and computing a

difference between the first frequency the third frequency.

. . Th backscatter device of claim 8, further comprising multiple antennas,

and wherein the carrier signal is provided using M techniques.

16, A backscatter device comprising;

an antenna, the antenna configured to backscatter a carrier signal having first

frequency, the carrier signal comprising. spread spectrum signal;

baseband circuitry configured to provide data or transmission in accordance

with the spread spectrum signal;

a waveform generator configured t provide waveform having a second

frequency;

a sub-carrier phase modulator coupled to the baseband circuitry and th

waveform generator, the sub-carrier phase modulator confi gured to adjust a phase,

amplitude, or combinations thereof, of the waveform in accordance with the data t

provide an output signal; and



a switch coupled to. the antenna, the switch configured to control the-antenna to

ba ks atter the earner ignal in accordance with th output signal such that the first

ffequeiicy is mixed w th the second frequency to transmit the data at a third frequency.

. . The backscatter device of claim 16 wherein the first -frequency is mixed

with the second frequency to transmi th data n a backscatter signal at the third

frequency, and the baekscatier signal comprises a signal in accordance a

wireless -communication protocol selected from the group of protocols consisting of

Wi-Fi, ZigBee, SigPox, and combinations thereof

. The backscatter device of claim wherein the data for transmission

includes a .spreading sequence.

9. The backscatter device of clai , where in the sub-carrier phase

modulator begins backscatter at a time based o features of the earner sig a

2 . The baekscatier device : of claim 16 wherein th sab-carrier phase

modulator begins b ca er responsive to a synchronization signal fr o another

device,

2 1 The backscatter device of claim 16, further comprising multiple

antennas, and wherein the carrier signal is provided using M1M techniques.

22. A method for controlling access to a first wireless con ica i channel,

the method comprising:

transmitting a signa ng packet from a first wireless communication device on at

least the first wireless communication channel and a second wireless communication

channel, wherein the signalin packet includes an identification of at least one

backscatter device; and

receiving the signaling packet at the at least one baekscatier device, and

responsive to receipt of the signaling packet, back a n a carrier signal a least

partially provided o the second wireless communication channel into a transmission

on the first w ireless communication channel.



23, The method of claim 22, further comprising bac s a ng duri g a short

in frame spacing ( FS time after receipt of the signaling packet.

24, The ethod of claim 22, fiathet comprising transmitting, from th at least

one backscatter device to the first wireless device, an indication of a

fixed data rate, maximum data rate, or combinations thereof

2 , The metho of claim. 24, further comprising transmitting the signaling

I accordance with the fixed data rate, maximum data rate, or combinations

thereof

T method of c lai 24, wherein the fixed data rate, maximum data rate, or

combinations ·thereof indicate- a rate of data transfer from a sensor associated with the at

least one backscatter device.

27, The method of claim 22 , further comprisi ng performi ng carrier sense, by the

first wireless communication -device, on the first and second wireless communication

channels, prior to transmitting the -signaling packet.

2S. The method of claim 22, further comprising receiving, at a receiver, th

transmission on the first wireless communication channel -from the backscatter device.

29. The method of claim 28, further comprising transmitting, by the receiver, a

acknowledge message, responsive to receipt of the transmission.

3 , The method o f clai 29, further comprising receiving, at th first wireless

communication de ce, the acknowledge m an transmitting next signaling

packet, by the first wireless-communication device, inc.bd.ing an indication of receipt of

the acknowledge message,

. The method of claim 29, wherein the transmitting includes using ON /OFF

keying to provide the identification.



32. Th method o f claim 29, further comprising computing, at the first wireless

communication device, a fr ction of successfully received transmission?, and encodi

a bit rate in the signaling packet based on the fraction of Successfu lly received

transmissions.

33. The method o claim 22, further comprising, responsive to lack of an

acknowledge message fr o a receiver, transmitting by the first wireless communication

device, a nex signaling packet Including a indication of lack of receipt of the

:acknow edge message.

34. A method for associating a backscatter device with other devices in a

network, the method comprising:

associating a receiver w th tw physical addresses;

broadcasting a discovery packet with the two physical addresses;

receiving the discovery packet at a backscatter device and transmitting, by th

backscatter device, a backscatter packet with source and destination addresses set to th

two physical addresses, wherein the backscatter packet includes a payioad including a

third physical address of the backscatter device;

receiving- the backscatter packet at a helper device; and

associating the backscatter device with the receiver, by the helper device. In part

by spooling the third physical address by the helper device.

35. The ethod of claim 34, wherein th two physical addresses are MA

addresses,

36. The method of claim 34, wherein th broadcasting comprises using

amplitude -modulation,

37. The method o claim 3 , wherein the: broadcasting compris s using

ON/OFF keying.

38. The method of claim 34, wherein the discovery packe includes a broadcast

D specific to the backscatter device.



39 The method of claim 34. wherein the payiead further includes a sensor

update rate, packet length, -supported bit rates, or combinations thereof.

4 , The method of 34, .further comprising transmitting, y the helper

device, an ID, transmitting the ID to the a k eatte device.

4 1 The ethod of claim 40, further comprising, responsive to receipt of the ID

at the backscatter device, transmitting, b the- backscatter device, an acknowledgement

packet w th a source address set to the third physical address and a destination address

set to at least one of the two physical addresses.

42, The method o f claim 40, further comprising sending credentials for: the third

physical address securely using a secret key shared between th baekseatter device and

the helper device.

43, A baekseatter device comprising;

a antenna configured to backscatter carrier signal havin a first channel

frequency of a first phase-shift keying protocol, first- amp litude-shi ft keying protocol,

or combinations thereof;

baseband circuitry configured to provide data for transmission;

a waveform generator configured to provide a waveform havin a second

frequency, wherein the second frequency is a difference between the first channel

frequency and a third channel frequency of a second phase-shift keying protocol,

second amplitude-shift keying protocol, or combinations thereof;

a sub-carrier phase modulator coupled to th baseband circuitry and the

waveform generator, the sub-carrier phase modulator configured to provide or suppress

the waveform in accordance- with the data to provide an output signal; and

a switch coupled o the antenna, th switch configured to control the antenna to

backscatter the carrier signal in accordance with th output signal such that the first-

channel frequency is ixed wit the second frequency to transmit a backscatter signal

at the third channel frequency.



44. The backscaiter device of claim 43 wherein the first phase-shift keying

protocol, the first amplitude-shift keying protocol, or the combinations- thereof are a

same phase-shift keying protocol, amplitude-shift keying protocol o combinations

thereof as the phase-shift keyi protoeol, the seco d amp i sh eyin

protocol or th combinations thereof,

45. The backscaiter device of claim 43, wherein the first phase-shift keying

protocol the first amplitude-shift keying protocol or the combinations thereof are a

different phase-shift keying protocol, amplitude-shift keying protocol or

thereof as the second phase-shift keying protocol, th second amplitude-shift keyin

protocol r the. combinations thereof.

46. Th baekscatter device of claim 43, wherein the first phase-shift keying

protocol, the first amplitude-shift keying protocol, or the combinations thereof are

selected from the group co-misting of Wi-Fi, ZigBee, SigFox, and ora b a ion -

thereof

47. Th backscaiter device of claim 43, wherein the second phase-shift

keying protocol the first amplitude-shift keying protocol, or the combinations thereof

are selected from th group consisting of Wi-Fi, ZigBee, SigFox, and combinations

thereof.

48. The baekscatter device of claim 43, wherein the first channel frequency

comprises first Wi-Fi channel frequency and the third channel frequency comprises

second Wi-Fi channel frequency.

49. The backscaiter device of claim 43, further comprising multiple

antennas, and wherein the carrier signal i s provided usin -ΜΪ Ο techniques.

50. A system comprising:

a helper device configured to transmit carrier signal including a first

frequency;



a backscatter device configured o backscatter carrier signal using sub-

carrier modulation with a waveform having a second frequency, the backscatter device

configured to backscatter the carrier signal into backscatter signal at a third

frequency, th third frequency equal fo a combination of the first and second

frequencies; and

a receiver configured to receive the backscatter signal at. the th ird frequency.

5 . The system of claim 50, wherein the backscatter device is further configured

to provide data in the backscatter ignal using phase shift keying,

shift keying, or combinations thereof,

52. The system of clai 50, further comprising a pluralit o helper devices

including helper device and a plurality of receivers including the

receiver, wherein t e helper device is selected from the plurality of helper

devices to provide the carrier signal based, at least in part, on a proximity of

the helper device to the backscatter device.

53. The system of claim 52, wherein eac of the plurality of helper devices i

configured to provide the carrier stpal in one mode -and to receive th

backscatter signal in another mode.

54. The system of claim 50, wherei the helper device and the receiver are

separate electronic devices.

55. The system of claim 50, wherei the helper device a d the receiver are

integrated in sam e device, the same device including cancellation circuitry

configured to cancel the carrier signa at the .receiver.
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